Minutes of Meeting

Project

MeetMe

Responsible

JustMeet

Attended by
Danijel Sokac
Milica Jovanovic
Mehdi Kaabi
Francesco Giarola
Armindo Barbosa

Location
FER
POLIMI
POLIMI
POLIMI
FER

Date
Start-end
time
Location
/type

28.12.2015
20:30 - 21:30
Croatia,Italy,Porturgal
,Serbia/ Skype call

Remarks
Skype call from PC - Croatia
Skype call from PC - Serbia
Skype call from PC - Italy
Skype call from PC - Italy
Skype call from PC - Portugal

AGENDA:
1. Status of assigned tasks
2. Coding
3. Problems

1 .Status of assigned tasks
CONCLUSION: The second week of fourth sprint ended on 28/12. Team’s members worked on
following tasks:
Danijel

-

Almost finished multiple calendars task (add calender URL)
have to finish part on uploading file about multiple calendars
(problem with front end)

Armindo

-

working on calculation of available timeslot (will finished till end of
sprint)

Milica

-

Must read before meeting task

Mehdi

-

MoM for the events is finished (MoM task in Asana)
helped Calorina with Acceptance test

Carolina

-

Acceptance test document

Joao

-

Francesco

-

Enjoyed Xmas :)

Currently completed tasks in Asana: 49/67.

2. Project - Coding
Tags task - for now tags are stored as a string, later on it will have the function it should have i.e
filtering events by tags (two tables in DB - tag and tagEvent table).
Attach document task - Team decided to discard the task because of difficulty to do it and it is not so
important.
Update documents - DD and Req Doc will be updated with newly added requirements (Mehdi will start
working on it)
Multiple calendars - Danijel has to make it to work as uploading an file (send over HTTP whole file
and read it on backend) not adding an URL, also he has to work on design
Improving design - This task is postponed for the last sprint (changing colors, it doesn’t look nice, not
finished, not intuitive etc.) . We could add an attractive backround on login page, also some tags
about our application could be added.
Menu problem on home page - menu can be changed to a fixed one, not to be expandable because
some of the points in menu have only one bulletin
Resolve browser issues task - It is completed but forgoten to delete from Asana

CONCLUSION: Team’s members will work on these tasks during the third week of the fourth sprint
and we will try to finish the majority of them.

3. Problem
Team is waiting on the calculation task to be finished because other tasks depend on it.

